How to Read a Citation

Understanding the basic elements of a citation will help you in locating specific resources and in requesting items from Documents on Demand. There are several different citation styles, but they all have the same elements. We will use on APA (American Psychological Association) Style.

BOOK

Date of Publication: Emergency preparedness atlas: U.S. nursing home and hospital facilities. Rockville, MD: AHRQ.
Book Title: Various
Place of Publication: Various
Publisher: Various

JOURNAL OR MAGAZINE ARTICLE

Author(s): Miller, E., & Mor, V. (2008).
Title of the Article: Various
Volume Number: Various
Issue Number: Various
Page Numbers of the Article: Various
Title of the Journal: Various

BOOK CHAPTER OR ESSAY

Date of Publication: Steam power plant. In F. Kreith, & D. Y. Goswami (Eds.), The CRC handbook of mechanical engineering (2nd ed.). Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press.
Title of Chapter/Essay: Various
Book Title: Various
Book Author(s): Various
Publisher: Various
Place of Publication: Various
Book Edition: Various
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